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Abstract
Like many metropolises around the world, urban renewal in New York dominates the process
of urban development due to the scarcity of urban land resources and the ever-expanding population
of New York. In the history of New York’s urban expansion, with the continuous expansion of the city’s
outer edge and industrial relocation, industrial land originally on the edge of the city is gradually surrounded by residential areas.
The large area of vacant land and building also limits the further development of the region.
How to reuse the existing infrastructure and brownfield with the highly degraded environment is
particularly important for urban regeneration. The physical development of Sunset Park, which began
over 100 years ago, was based on a different platform for manufacturing and distributing goods, one
which was well-suited to the infrastructure and building types developed at the time. Today, the main
challenge is to figure out ways to adapt and reuse this antiquated industrial infrastructure and develop
Sunset Park into a 21st century model for diverse, dense and environmentally sustainable industry.
Through the transformation of two different types of brownfields at the Sunset Park waterfront
area, this design proposal will promote the process of urban restoration and promote the sustainable
development of existing brownfield.
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Figure 1. Aerial View of Bush Terminal.
Image by WXY Architecture + Urban Design
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Introduction
New York has a long history as a global industrial and manufacturing business center. However, in the
past decade, the city’s manufacturing employment rate has dropped sharply.

rise in coastal areas, cleaning up brownfield is of great significance for marine health and regional areas ecological restoration. Urban security is another social problem accompanied by economic recession.

Sunset Park Community, located in Brooklyn, New York City, is an early industrial and residential complex. As a result of industrial and technological upgrading, over the past decades, many factories have moved
out of this area, large amount of funds have been evacuated, and the decline in employment opportunities and
population has slowed down the development of the area. (WXY architecture + urban design, 2016)

Truck routes, sidewalks and vehicle routes bear many inherent points of conflict in this complex area.
Additionally there is an overall lack of perceived and factual safety. These themes must be articulated and solved
for an overall improvement of the area.

The waterfront of Sunset Park Community (from 1st Avenue to 3rd Avenue) was once a center of
indus-trial activity. More than 10 blocks from the 3rd street (Gowanus Expressway) there are residential and
commercial land uses. In the past, most of the residents and workers here have been walking to the coastal
industrial area to work, which has continued to this day. Community development began more than 100 years
ago, mainly for commodity manufacturing, warehousing and distribution, construction of a variety of
infrastructure and different types of buildings.
Today, the main challenge is how to adapt to and reuse these old industrial infrastructures and brownfields, and develop a Sunset Park Community into a diversified, intensive and environmentally sustainable 21st
century industrial model. Brownfield can be harnessed through phytoremediation and traditional techniques.
Highly toxic underground substances are supposed to be excavated or capped, less polluted soil can be purified
by plants. Green infrastructure could create new networks of urban ecology and walkable streets, and brownfields could be redeveloped into new commercial and community space. Because of the future risk of sea level
3

This design proposal focus on two areas. The first area is located at the original railway yard. There it
is proposed to design a series of coherent new urban parks and plazas to transform the area and create a new
destination for diverse populations close to the urban waterfront. The second focus is redesigning the landscape
underneath and adjacent to Gowanus Expressway. Today, these two areas create two major obstacles and safety
hazards to connect the residential areas in the southeast from 4th to 8th Avenue to the waterfront of Brooklyn’s
Upper Bay. Based on the Sunset Park Waterfront Vision Plan and site visits, challenges, assets and constraints of
the site are listed. In the Sunset Park Brownfield Opportunity Area Study (BOA) Final Step 2 Report, published by
WXY Architecture + Urban Design (2016), there are the prospects and goals of NYC for the future of the site.
According to the needs of the community and the pollution situation of the site, this project proposes to
transform the abandoned railways into urban waterfront parks, and utilize the dead space underneath the
Expressway into a serious of vibrant urban spaces. On the planning scale, this project develops a framework of
proposed land uses to create a network of green infrastructure on the public ground and adapted uses existing
buildings including new infill opportunities for new housing, mixed use commerce and small-scale art and
manufacturing. These strategies will increase the sustainability of Sunset Park community and guarantee a
viable development of the community in the future.
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Definition

Goal & Objectives

What is Brownfield?
A brownfield is a property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complex by the presence or
potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant. (USEPA, n.d.)

1. Decrease environmental hazards and facilitate the remediation and redevelopment of key brownfield areas at
the railroad yard.

What is Green Infrastructure?
Green Infrastructure is an interconnected network of natural areas and other open spaces that conserves natural
ecosystem values and functions, sustains clean air and water, and provides a wide array of benefits to people and
wildlife.(Benedict and McMahon, 2006, p. 1)
What is Phytotechnology?
Phytotechnology is about using specifically selected plants, installation techniques, and creative design approaches to rethink the landscapes of the post-industrial age. (Kennen & Kirkwood 2015; Sleegers & Hisle,
2018)
What is CPTED?
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) is defined as a multi-disciplinary approach for
reducing crime through urban and environmental design and the management and use of built environments.
CPTED strategies aim to reduce victimization, deter offender decisions that precede criminal acts, and build a
sense of community among inhabitants so they can gain territorial control of areas and reduce opportunities for
crime and fear of crime.(International CPTED Association, n.d. )
5

a. Explore sustainable environmental remediation techniques on the railroad yard for cleanup.
b. Implement stormwater mitigation techniques to reduce contaminated stormwater runoff.

2. Create public access links to brownfield.

a. Encourage mobility by creating safe environments for both pedestrian and bicyclists.
b. Establish waterfront as a public realm destination.
c. Revitalize industrial-commercial corridors for a dynamic and compatible mix of industry, services and retail.

3. Improve the physical environment underneath the Gowanus Expressway

a. Prevent pollution through capturing stormwater runoff from the Gowanus Expressway and treating in subsurface infiltration.
b. Redesign areas with diverse programming to make the landscape underneath the highway more attractive and usable.
c. Add art and social, cultural interventions.

4. Reduce crime rate and make neighborhood feel safer through (CPTED) strategies in urban space design

a. Increase pedestrian scale lighting and natural lighting within a facility.
b. Providing a well-designed outdoor space that also provides natural surveillance opportunities creates a relaxing break environment
for them while adding a layer of safety.
c. Add landscapes, storefront advertising, signage to show cues to care. (Nassauer, 1995)

6

RESEARCH
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Figure 2. Street Tree Distribution in Sunset Park Community.
Image Source: New York City Street Tree Map
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LITERATURE REVIEW
In the article by Frank
Sleegers and Matthew Hisle, Redesigning Abandoned Gas Station
Through Phytotechnologies (Sleegers and Hisle, 2018); the gas station is used as an example to show
the specific practices of phytotechnologies in a real project. The
article said that phytotypologies
or phytotechnology planting types
are a way to organize approaches
to re-mediation in a spatial way to
meet design goals while considering the functional requirements.
These applications can be planted
stabilizing mats, phytoirrigation,
green and blue roof, interception
hedgerows, and others.
The article used a brownfield example in Hadley, Massa
9

chusetts, and demonstrated the use
of specific plants to degrade particular pollutants.
The leakage of a large
number of pollutants will cause
different degrees of pollution to
the land. This led to the concept
of brownfield reconstruction. The
concept of “brownfield” has been
proposed in the 1980 “Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act”
(CERCLA), mainly to solve the
problem of soil pollution in old industrial land. From the perspective
of solving environmental problems
such as soil, plants, and hydrology,
the design should find value and
beauty in the polluted wasteland or
industrial sites, and design a sus

tainable living environment.
In his article Phytoremediation as Green Infrastructure and
a Landscape of Experiences
(2010), Sleegers explains how
phytoremediation builds green
infrastructure framework in brownfields. Phytoremediation has the
characteristics of the time dimension, and the growing plants can
bring different landscape experiences to people at different stages
of cleaning. Phytoremediation can
be an element in the construction
of a green infrastructure framework
that can connect adjacent communities to the abandoned brownfield.
In their book Phyto: Princi-ples and Resources for Site Re

mediation and Landscape Design
(2015), Kennen and
Kirkwood introduce the conceptof
phytotechnologies through
different planting typologies. They
explain how plants help removing,
mitigating or stabilizing site
contaminants. The book describes
the advantages and limitations of
cleaning through plants and
classifies specific contaminants by
site typologies.
Phytoremediation helps
to clean up contaminated soil by
using the positive effects of plants
on harmful toxins and chemicals.
(Kennen & Kirkwood, 2015) In
their research, the analysis of the
causes and types of pollutants in
the two types of sites, parking lots,

and train tracks, was highly relevant to my design site.
According to the Federal
Highway Administration, in 2008
there were 2,734,102 miles of
paved public roads in the United
States, and the majority of Americans used a motor vehicle as
their primary, if not only, mode of
transportation. Kate divides the
pollutants in the parking lot into
two categories, one is the pollutants
of the car itself, and the other is the
pollutants emitted by the vehicle.
Cars themselves generate much of
the pollution that is found along
roadways. (Kennen & Kirkwood,
2015) Pollutants include heavy
metals released from the brake
linings of cars, tire debris, gaso

line, oil leaks and drips on the road
surface, and emissions, as well as
other depositions of atmospheric
constituents and particulate material onto the roadside. (Kennen &
Kirkwood, 2015) Often, vehicles
emit heavy metals and petroleum
products from incomplete combustion. (Kennen & Kirkwood, 2015)
These emissions bind to form one
component of particulate matter
(PM) air pollution. (Kennen &
Kirkwood, 2015) According to
their research classification, the
pollutants that can be found in the
parking lot include road and car
debris, salt and de-icing chemicals,
emissions, fertilizers and pesticides
in the lawn, landscape care and
corridor control.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Kate and Niall developed
out 18 typologies for treating various pollutants. The remediation
typology for parking lot and roads
include evapotranspiration covers,
phytoirrigation, degradation hedges, degradation covers, air-flow
buffers, multi-mechanism buffers,
stormwater filters, surface-flow
wetlands, subsurface gravel wetand. (Kennen & Kirkwood, 2015)
The presence of existing vegetation
in drainage swales in both parking
areas and roads is of potential use
to phytotechnology design, as is the
introduction of additional strategies
to allow for the removal of
contaminants at the source, thereby
decreasing the effects of the pollutants downgradient. (Kennen &
Kirkwood, 2015)
11

Railway yards constitute
a large amount of post-industrial
land outside the city and beyond.
In a case study on rail yards, the
pollutants in the railway track yard
came from three parts: the railway
track, the adjacent sloping bank,
and the soil. (Kennen & Kirkwood,
2015) The toxic materials
contained in the layered orbital bed
include coating materials and
metals. Contaminants from
wooden sleepers include creosote
(which is a hard-to-degrade coal
tar) and copper arsenate. The
wooden sleepers immerse arsenic
in the soil around the sleepers.
Contaminants produced by
railroad tracks also contain ballasts
made of gravel or municipal fillers,
including heavy metals and PAH

hydrocarbons such as coal ash.
(Kennen & Kirkwood, 2015)
Adjacent sloping embankments on both sides, including
drainage depressions and various
planting floors, slopes, border fences, and walls. These areas usually
contain traces of adjacent land use
and contamination from loading or
unloading of the transport. The
pollutants from the soil are mainly
herbicides. (Kennen & Kirkwood,
2015) Herbicides are used to
maintain a bright, safe corridor for
trains to pass through, and traces
of heavy metals and salt can be
found after use. (Kennen &
Kirkwood, 2015) The railway also
supports the railway through a
large amount of infrastructure that

can leach POPs and PCBs (from
transformers), chlorinated solvents,
petroleum products, and heavy
metals. (Kennen & Kirkwood,
2015)
The most common pollutant in railways is PAHs (Ciabotti,
2004). The railway offers a range of
opportunities for the application of
phytoremediation.
In his book Green Infrastructure for Landscape Planning:
Integrating Human and Natural
Systems, Gary Austin explained
the importance of GI to our living
environment. Key topics include
the benefit of GI as a conservation
and planning tool, requirements of
ecosystem health, GI ecosystem

services that contribute to human
physical and psychological health,
planning processes leading to robust green infrastructure networks
and design of GI elements for multiple uses. (Austin, 2014)
Urban areas are noisy, filled
with visual stimuli and more polluted. There is traffic and perhaps
threats from crime to be constantly
aware of. (Austin, 2014) Olmsted
believed that naturalistic settings
were physically and psychologically
restorative and a necessary palliative to the stress created by crowding, air and water pollution, and the
long work hours of the emerging
industrial economy. (Austin, 2014)
Listed are compounds in air
pollution and negative health

impact of poor air quality. Human
sources of these compounds are industrial processes, chemical manufacturing, and combustion of fossil
fuels in power production. (Austin,
2014) Gary’s point of view is that
there is a great direct relationship
between good landscape design and
community safety. There are often
neighborhood disincentives for
walking, bicycling, or making other
use of the public landscape. (Austin, 2014) Planning and design can
make public places safer, but other
efforts must be brought to bear
when fear of becoming a victim of
crime or prejudice prevents people
from using the streets, parks, and
trails. Tackling the problems of
poverty, limited education, racism,
gangs, or other examples of failing
12

community health is as important
as it is difficult. In short, building
green infrastructure networks
can reduce air pollution, increase
biodiversity and community safety, and provide opportunities for
residents and workers around them
to exercise.
Landscape design can lead
people to behave in a way that we
all know. How to use landscape design to reduce crimes? Frances and
William have detailed discussions
in their article Environment and
Crime in the Inner City: Does Vegetation Reduce Crime? In this article, the police crime report is used
as a tool to explore the relationship
between vegetation and crime in
urban areas and to compare the
13

crime rates of 98 apartment buildings with different vegetation levels.
(Kuo & Sullivan, 2001)
The results show that
although residents are randomly
assigned to different levels of vegetation in the vicinity, the greener
the surrounding environment, the
fewer crimes are reported. (Kuo &
Sullivan, 2001) As early as 1285,
King Edward I of England tried to
get the owners to clear the trees
and shrubs on the edge of the road
to reduce the robbers (Barnes &
Plucknett, 1960). Today, this tradition continues, and park management agencies, universities, and
municipalities across North America are actively pursuing vegetation
removal projects because it is

believed that vegetation can cover
up and promote criminal behavior.
(Michael & Hull, 1994; Nasar &
Fisher, 1993; Weisel, Gouvis, &
Harrell, 1994)
In general, vegetation is
believed to contribute to crime because it hides offenders and criminal activity from the perspective. In
one study, the safety rating of 180
urban park landscapes showed that
in the jungle, individuals felt the
most vulnerable, and in open and
mowing areas, individuals felt safest
(Schroeder and Anderson, 1984).
Large shrubs, bushes, and dense
forests greatly reduce visibility and
are therefore capable of supporting
criminal activities. (Kuo & Sullivan,
2001) However, not all vegetation

block the sight; trees with wider
spacing and high canopy rarely
affect visibility; flowers and low
shrubs seem unlikely to provide
cover for criminal activity. Therefore, the form of plants that maintain visibility can prevent crime.
(Kuo & Sullivan, 2001)

Figure 3. Phyto : Principles and resources for site remediation and landscape
design. Author By Kate Kennen, Niall Kirkwood

Figure 4. Green Infrastructure for Landscape Planning: Integrating Human
and Natural Systems. Author By Gary Austin
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METHODOLOGY
One method used in this
project is case study research.
These cases include High Line
Park in Manhattan, Brooklyn
Bridge Park in Brooklyn, New
York, Discovery Green in Houston,
Texas, Gas Works Park in Seattle,
and Scioto Audubon Metro Park
in Columbus. These are mostly
brownfieldtransformed parks;
some used to be railroad yard,
some are industrial parks. Studying
the development process of these
cases can help understanding how
designers can build livable urban
areas with community characteristics by overlapping site features,
preserving urban memory, reflecting the time and sequence of urban
space development, and showing
the dual respect for natural and
15

human ecology.
Studying the partnership
and funding sources of these parks
helps understanding the economic
feasibility of the site and how it
can attract investors to construct
the economic sustainability to the
community. Through appropriate
transformation, we can build parks
that are both economically and
ecologically sustainable.
The second research method is site investigation. Through
site visits and surveys, information
of the site and surrounding areas is
gathered. Some useful things can
be obtained, such as topographic
features, land use, roads and trans
portation networks, leisure resourc-

es, as well as business and cultural
centers. Understanding these
aspects is helpful to determine the
function and nature of the design
base, the service population and
the reasonable location of the main
and secondary entrances and exits
of the site, and the location of the
active and passive activity areas.
The third method of research is to access information
from the Internet. Resources include newspapers, historical document, Google Earth maps, ArcGIS,
city report, brownfield opportunity
area report, and other materials.
Survey contents include: site
topographic map (contour map),
building footprint, history context,
regional development track,

economy, politics, public security,
environmental health, air quality,
residents’health, climate conditions, sea level rise, demographic,
level rise, demographic,
industrial composition, landmark
buildings, municipal infrastructure,
green public space distribution,
land use map, transportation network, and plant species.

Figure 5. Sunset Park Brownfield Opportunity Area Study (BOA). Final Step 2
Report by WXY Archirecture + Urban Design

Figure 6. Sunset Park Waterfront Vision Plan by New York City. Economic
Development Corporation (NYCEDC)

Figure 7. Sunset Park 197-A Plan.
Image Resource: New York City Department of City Planning

Figure 8. Community Health Profiles 2015: Brooklyn Community District 7:
Sunset Park. Image Resourse: New York City Department of City Planning

Through these three methods, the background information of
the site was understood. After the
preliminary analysis of the design
was completed, the problem of the
status quo of the site was identified,
which provided the basis for the
subsequent design strategies and
ideas.
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CASE STUDIES
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Figure 9. Brooklyn Bridge Park.
Image Resourse: https://archpaper.com/2018/07/pier-3-brooklyn-bridge-park/
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Brooklyn Bridge Park
Brooklyn, NY

SUMMARY: The park has revitalized 1.3-mile (2.1 km) of Brooklyn’s
post-industrial waterfront The site includes Brooklyn Piers 1–6, the historic Fulton Ferry Landing, and the preexisting Empire–Fulton Ferry and
Main Street Parks. Two Civil War-era structures, Empire Stores and the
lyn Tobacco Warehouse, will also be integrated into the park. (Cuomo,
2019) The park is part of the Brooklyn Waterfront Greenway, a series of
parks and bike paths around Brooklyn.

Figure 10. Master Plan of Brooklyn Bridge Park.
Image Resourse: https://www.brooklynbridgepark.org

KEY FINDINGS: Operating and maintenance expenses for parks could be paid from ground lease
and related revenues such as PILOT (payment-in-lieu-of-taxes) fees generated from development of
a small portion of the project’s land. (City Park Alliance, n.d.) Establishment of a “Park Improvement District” surrounding the park can ensure that businesses benefiting from the park contribute to
its maintenance through a Business Improvement District (BID) type assessment. (City Park Alliance, n.d.) A diversity of revenue streams can reduce risk but complicate management of the park.
Park construction and related development should be phased to ensure that revenues cover operating
expenses. (City Park Alliance, n.d.)

AREA: 85-acre (34 ha)
DESIGNER: Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates
PARTNERS: City of New York/ State of New York/ New York State
Urban Development Corporation/ Port Authority of New York/ Brooklyn
Bridge Park Development Corporation/ New York State Office of Parks/
Recreation and Historic Preservation

Figure 14. Slide Mountain at Pier 6.
Photo by Julienne Schaer

Figure 11. Pier 6 and Brooklyn Bridge Park.
Photo by MOSO Studio

FUNDING SOURCES: As of June 2011, approximately $146 million
had been committed by the City, $85 million by the Port Authority, $4.9
million by the Borough President and City Council, and $3.5 million
from private donors. (City Park Alliance, n.d.)
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Figure 12. The hotel and residential complex planned for a site adjacent to
Pier 1, just south of the Brooklyn Bridge. Photo by Rogers Marvel Architects

Figure 13. On Pier 1: Brooklyn Bridge Park’s harbor-view lawn.
Photo by Alexa Hoyer

Figure 15. The Manhattan Bridge from John Street Lawn.
Photo by Etienne Frossard
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Discovery Green
Downtown Houston, Texas

SUMMARY: The Discovery Green site, on the east end of downtown, had
previously been a railway yard and then parking lots for the convention
center. (Harnik & Donahue, n.d.) The city acquired the lots in 2002 and
began planning an entertainment complex. Unexpectedly, a neighboring shopping and office center, which included a popular sliver of green
space, was put up for sale. The park is adjacent to the George R. Brown
Convention Center and Avenida Houston entertainment district. (Harnik & Donahue, n.d.) Discovery Green features a lake, bandstands and
venues for public performances, two dog runs, a playground, and multiple
recreational lawns. (Harnik & Donahue, n.d.)
AREA: 11.78-acre (47,700 m2)
DESIGNER: Hargreaves Associates

Figure 16. Discovery Green Park Map.
Image Resource: https://www.discoverygreen.com/discovery-green-park-map

PARK FEATURES:
A performance stage.
A grass lawn for lounging, offering views of the skyline.
A shaded promenade, lined with 100-year-old live oak trees.
A gardens with flowering trees, plants, fountains and works of art.
A natural gardens with wetland and upland gardens extending the length of the park.
A 1-acre lake lined with native wetland plants.
A fountain that offers a view of water activity atop a sloping granite surface to the park.
The Landforms with several sculpted grassy knolls with views of downtown Houston.
A jogging trail that has tree-shaded promenades on which to stroll to the lake and children’s are.
Two dog runs: one for large dogs and another for smaller dogs with seating areas for their owners.
Approximately 630-car underground parking garage. Two restaurants on sit. Limited time skating rink.
Mist tree: a stainless steel structure that is sited to attract people to the park. Visible from beyond the park’s
boundaries, the rain curtain and mist streams generated by the tree will entice children and adults to refresh
themselves in its delightful shower.

PARTNERS: City of Houston/ Kinder Foundation
FUNDING SOURCES: The partnership financed the purchase of a series
of surface parking lots on the east side of Downtown. (PPS, 2011) Following the completion of land purchases in 2004, the Discovery Green
Conservancy and the City jointly raised $125 million to construct the
park. (PPS, 2011)
21

Figure 17. Car Art Parade in Discovery Green.
Image Resource: http://news.mikecalverttoyota.com/tag/houston-texas/

Figure 18. Young children enjoying the Mist Tree fountai
Image Resource: https://jimolive.photoshelter.com/image/I0000tb.Riq3Aw.4

Figure 19. Kinder Lake is a fun place to learn to kayak.
Image Resource: https://365thingsinhouston.com/2013/07/29/ discoverygreen-houston-kids-families/

Figure 20. Discover the ‘Enchanted’: Designed by the French art and design
collective TILT, Enchanted. Photo by Katya Horner
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High Line Park

New York City, New York

PARK FEATURES: The park’s attractions include naturalized plantings, inspired by plants which grew on the
disused tracks, and views of the city and the Hudson River. The pebble-dash concrete walkways swell and
constrict, swing from side to side, and divide into concrete tines which meld the hardscape with plantings embedded in railroad-gravel mulch. “By opening the paving, we allow the plants to bleed through,” said landscape
architect James Corner, “almost as if the plants were colonizing the paved areas. There’s a sort of blending or
bleeding or suturing between the hard paving, the surface for people to stroll on, and the planting ... “Stretches
of track and ties recall the High Line’s former use, and portions of track are re-used for rolling lounges positioned for river views. The 120-species plant palette, curated by Dutch landscape architect Piet Oudolf, includes
sturdy meadow plants (such as clump-forming grasses, liatris, and coneflowers) and scattered stands of sumac
and smokebush and is not limited to native plants. The High Line also has cultural attractions as part of a longterm plan for the park to host temporary installations and performances. (Kaushik, 2012)

SUMMARY: The High Line is a 1.45-mile-long (2.33 km) elevated linear
park, greenway and rail trail created on a former New York Central Railroad spur on the west side of Manhattan in New York City. (New York
City Economic Development Corporation, 2016) Because of declining
usage, the railway viaduct was effectively abandoned in 1980. Repurposing the railway into an urban park began in 2006. The abandoned spur has
been redesigned as a “living system” drawing from multiple disciplines
which include landscape architecture, urban design, and ecology. Repurposing the railway into an urban park began in 2006. Since opening
in 2009, the High Line has become an icon of contemporary landscape
architecture. (Keller, 2011)
AREA: 1.448 mi²
DESIGNER: James Corner Field Operations (Project Lead), Diller Scofidio + Renfro, and Piet Oudolf
PARTNERS: City of New York, NYC Parks
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Figure 21. Master Plan of the High Line Park
Image by The High Line

FUNDING SOURCES: $123.2 million from the City/ $20.3 million from the Federal Government/ $400,000
from the State/ Remaining funds will be raised privately by Friends of the High Line and Neighboring Developers/ To date, Friends of the High Line have raised $44 million (New York City Economic Development Corporation, 2016)

Figure 22. Walking on the High Line
Photo by Shutterstock

Figure 23. Seating steps on the High Line at the Avenue Square
Image by The High Line
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Gas Works Park
Seattle, WA

SUMMARY: Gas Works Park is a public park on the site of the former
Seattle Gas Light Company gasification plant. Gas Works Park incorporates numerous pieces of the old plant. Some stand as ruins, while others
have been reconditioned, painted, and incorporated into a children’s “play
barn” structure, constructed in part from what was the plant’s exhauster-compressor building. Nowadays, Gas Works Park has been expanded
into seven sections open to the public, although much of the works remains fenced off due to safety concerns. The park hosts everything from
free concerts to athletic competitions to kite-flying and live action roleplaying tournaments.

Figure 24. Master Plan of Gas Work Park
Image by City of Seattle

PHYTOREMEDIATION: The soil and groundwater of the site was contaminated during operation as a gasification plant. The 1971 Master Plan called for “cleaning and greening” the park through bio-phytoremediation.
Although the presence of organic pollutants had been substantially reduced by the mid-1980s, the US Environmental Protection Agency and Washington State Department of Ecology required additional measures, including removing and capping wastes, and air sparging in the southeast portion of the site to try to remove benzene
that was a theoretical source of pollutants reaching Lake Union via ground water. There are no known areas of
surface soil contamination remaining on the site today, although tar occasionally still oozes from some locations
within the site and is isolated and removed.

AREA: 19.1-acre (77,000 m2)
DESIGNER: Richard Haag

Figure 25. Tango Boot Camp, Live Music, At Gas Works Park
Photo by Ramanathan Kathiresan

PARTNERS: City of Seattle
FUNDING SOURCES: City purchases site from Washington Natural
Gas for $1.4M, payable over 10 year/ Funding for purchase – CDBG,
HUD, IAC, Forward Thrust/ Funding for construction – Forward Thrust
$1.8M, Forward Thrust City-wide $65M, Remainder from CDBG
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Figure 26. Gas Works Park
Photo by Richard Haag

Figure 27. Gas Works Park old factory
Photo by TIA International Photography

Figure 28. Aerial View of the Park from the West
Image Resourse: http://www.fogwp.org/
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Scioto Audubon Metro Park

Columbus, OH

PHYTOREMEDIATION: Most of the land is old industrial fill—about 30 vertical feet of it. Toxic remediation
of Scioto Audubon Metro Park has been far less costly than the city had feared. (Harnik & Donahue, n.d.) Of
the $13 million already spent on park development, remediation —including demolishing an abandoned factory,
abating asbestos, and bringing in two feet of clean fill—has cost $5.3 million. Further, remediation costs are often inseparable from site preparation costs that would occur anyway. (Harnik & Donahue, n.d.) Peck notes that
“cleanup” costs included installing new waterlines and developing wetlands. (Harnik & Donahue, n.d.)

SUMMARY: Scioto Audubon Metro Park is 160 acres of restored wetlands and bird habitat on a reclaimed urban brownfield adjacent to Downtown Columbus. The open space is positioned within a unique riverine
ecosystem on the Scioto River and provides an incredible diversity of restored natural wetland and prairie areas juxtaposed against skyline views
of the city. Other features include a multi-use trail connection to the north
and south, a climbing wall, and an old water tower with an overlook deck.
(MKSK, 2018)
AREA: 160-acre

PARK FEATURES: Metro Parks stepped outside its traditional nature park design by planning for a peninsula
full of facilities: disc golf, two climbing walls, a bouldering course, a BMX course, boat launches, an already
popular 2.2-acre dog park, and greenway connections to other trails. (Harnik & Donahue, n.d.)

DESIGNER: MKSK
PARTNERS: Columbus and Franklin County Metro Parks/ City of Columbus/ Audubon Ohio

Figure 29. Scioto Audubon Park Map. Image Resource: https://www.
metroparks.net/parks-and-trails/scioto-audubon/park-map/

FUNDING SOURCES: Burgess & Niple helped the Columbus and
Franklin County Metropolitan Park District (Metro Parks) obtain $1.5
million in brownfield cleanup grants to fund the project. (Burgess & Niple, n.d.)
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Figure 30. Climbing Wall
Image Resource: https://www.metroparks.net/parks-and-trails/scioto-audubon/

Figure 31. River Observation Deck
Image by MKSK Studios

Figure 32. Scioto Audubon Park
Image by MKSK Studios
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SITE & ANALYSIS
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Figure 33. Aerial View of Sunset Park Community Waterfront
Image by Google Maps
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Site Context

New York City

Brooklyn Borough

Site Context

Sunset Park Community

Focus Area

Figure 35. Aerial View of Brooklyn Borough, NYC
Image by Google Maps

Focus Area 1:
Railroad Yard

Focus Area 2:
Gowanus
Expressway
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Figure 34. Aerial View of Bush Terminal Waterfront( Focus Area)
Image by Google Maps

The site is located along the Upper New York
Bay, in the Sunset Park Section of Brooklyn, in the
western part of Brooklyn County.
Located at the heart of New York’s Port District, the site has a strong connection with its waterfront as wells as a rich industrial history. The demand
for works led to the development of housing in the
upland areas, establish a close walk-to-work community. The site is only 30 minutes away from Manhattan
Island by subway. The large public green space adjacent to the site are Sunset Park, Greenwood Cemetery,

Figure 36. Brooklyn Greenway Initiative.

and Prospect Park.
The Brooklyn Greenway Initiative is a 14-mile
path providing transportation connections and improvements via pedestrian paths and bike lanes. When
completed, this greenway will connect the whole
waterfront area in Brooklyn.
The topographic map shows that the terrain of
the waterfront area is relatively flat, and the terrain of
the residential area upstream is relatively steep. Rainwater and runoff will flow down to the sea.
Figure 37. Contour Map of Focus Area.
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Demographic and Economic Trends

History
Bush Terminal, with its
infrastructure and railroad investments from the late nineteenth
century, is a hub for large scale distribution. This partially active hub
has a concentration of warehouses,
factory, and loft spaces that were
built to accommodate rail infrastructure.
In the 1990s, Sunset Park Community was a comprehensive
industrial wharf integrating multimodal transport, warehousing and
manufacturing. In 1919, the Bush
Terminal in Brooklyn was opened,
manufacturers and industrial activities declined, and skilled workers
gradually lost their jobs. By 1941,
Gowanus Express cut off the links
between waterfront and highland.
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communities and most pedestrian
communities.
However, the presence of
high quality housing stock and the
large swath of industrial land along
the water drew new immigrants
to the area. Even as millions of
square feet of space continued to be
underutilized, the industrial uses,
building and the nature of employment within the brownfield area
gradually began to adapt in favor
of a diverse set of uses. The diversity has helped to maintain Sunset
Park’s status as a walk to work
neighborhood even today.

Figure 38. Historic Image of Brooklyn Army Terminal
Image by WXY Architecture + Urban Design
Figure 40. Economic Stress
Image by Community Health Profiles 2015: Brooklyn Community District 7

Figure 39. Sunset Park Demographic
Image by NICHE

Figure 41. Income
Image by NICHE

29% of residents of Sunset Park live below the Federal Poverty Level. The district’s poverty rate is
above the NYC average. Living in poverty limits healthy lifestyle choices and makes it difficult to access health
care and resources that can promote health and prevent illness. Unemployment and unaffordable housing are
also closely associated with poverty and poor health.
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Health and Air Pollution

Existing Railroad Yard

Figure 43. Air Pollution
Image by Community Health Profiles 2015: Brooklyn Community District 7

Although NYC air quality is improving, air
pollution, such as fine particles (PM2.5), can cause
health problems, particularly among the very young,
seniors and those with preexisting health conditions.
In Sunset Park, levels of PM2.5, the most harmful air
pollutant, are 9.2 micrograms per cubic meter, compared with 8.7 in Brooklyn and 8.6 in the city.

Figure 44. Aerial View of Existing Railroad Yard
Image by Google Maps

© 2018 Google
© 2018 Google

Figure 42. Smoke, Diet and Physical Activity
Image by Community Health Profiles 2015: Brooklyn Community District 7

67% of Sunset Park adults report getting physical activity in the last 30 days, the lowest rate citywide.
Smoking, poor quality, and physical inactivity are risk factors for high blood pressure diabetes and other problems. Adults in Sunset Park smoke, consume sugary drinks, and eat fruits and vegetables at rates similar to
residents citywide. However, adults in Sunset Park are less likely to get physical activity than residents of the
city as a whole.
Figure 45. Existing Railroad Yard
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This focus area is near to the bay and has a relatively flat terrain.
There used to be some warehouses, truck parking lot and a railway
yard. Nowadays, some buildings on this site have been
demolished. The fenced up railway yard is no longer used and is
covered with spontaneous urban vegetation. Bush Terminal Park is
adjacent to the site. It’s a lovely waterfront park with spectacular
views of the area’s tidal pools. This site, once a port complex, was
cleaned up and opened as a public park in 2014. Visitors to the
park can enter at 43rd Street, and walk along the waterfront past
the ponds and restored wetlands. They will find two multi-purpose
soccer and baseball fields and a nature preserve that allows a fun
glimpse into Brooklyn’s wild side.
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Existing Space under Gowanus Expressway

Opportunities, Constraints and Investment
OPPORTUNITIES
1. Underutilized spaces along the
waterfront have the potential to
develop into new public spaces
strengthening urban public realm.

Figure 46. Existing Space under Gowanus Highway

Figure 48. Existing Space under Gowanus Highway
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Figure 47. Existing Space under Gowanus Highway

Gowanus Expressway has always been a huge
obstacle to upstream residents going to the waterfront.
Even in the daytime, the space under the highway
is dark, with parking lots and illegally piled industrial
debris to make people resist crossing the road.
3rd Avenue’s wide car lane leads to fast speed and is
unfriendly to pedestrians. Due to this physical barrier,
many people gave up walking to the other side of the
highway, which accelerated the decline of waterfront
areas. Stormwater runs off from Gowanus Highway
and results in pooling which makes the environment
worse.

2. Buildings along Marginal Street
have the potential for development
as an integrated industrial and community space that utilizes recent
investments to Bush Terminal Park.

CONSTRAINTS
1. 1st Avenue rail yards serve as a
barrier to pedestrian access to the
waterfront.

INVESTMENT
1. The subzone has benefited from
investment in the Bush Terminal
Piers and Parks that will provide
public waterfront access.
2. Building typologies in the area
2. The future Brooklyn Greenway
are not suited to the increasing debeen realigned along Marginal
mands for small scale industries.
Street and establishes key upland
connections.
3. Loading docks on E-W street im- 3. In addition to public realm
pede pedestrian access to
investments, the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey(PAwaterfront and park.
NYNJ) have expressed keen interest in restoring the entire site to
develop an industrial campus.
This combination of industrial and
public realm investments can attract multiuse facilities that include
industrial, community, cultural,
educational small scale retail uses.

Figure 49. Ongoing Investments, Character and Public Realm Opportunities
Image by WXY Architecture + Urban Design
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DESIGN WORKS
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Figure 50. Proposed Dog Park
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Phasing 0: Existing Land Use

Phasing 1: Demolition and New Construction
Throughout the early half
of the 20th century, land use in this
brownfield area was dominated by
heavy industry and infrastructures
like rail yard and marine terminals.
Today, while the area primarily
remains industries, there has been a
change that populates the area.

1st Ave

2nd Ave
Figure 52. Existing Street Theme

Buildings next to Bush terminal park will no longer be used for
factory assembly and warehouse purposes in the future. The proposal
plans to demolish part of the buildings in industrial use for new
commercial purposes. Beside the railroad yard, there are several
buildings that have been demolished.
New buildings are added to the existing vacant land and large
truck parking lot in order to increase market rate.

In addition to several utility
uses, big-box retail, services, and
some residential uses have moved
into the area. Despite this, the waterfront today is primarily dominated by freight-related infrastructure
and uses.

Open Space and Outdoor Recreation
Transportation and Utility
Industrial and Manufacturing
Mixed Residential and Commercial
Commercial and Office Buildings
Residential Area

Demolished Building

Public Facilities and Institutions

Proposed New Building

Vacant Land
Figure 51. Existing Land Use
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Figure 53. Demolition and New Construction
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Phasing 2: Brownfield Remediation

Phasing 3: Green Infrastructure Network

The benefits of renovating brownfields include replacing the
withered landscape with more attractive developments, increasing
economic and social well-being by creating new housing, jobs, public
spaces and tax sources, and repairing the contaminated property to
protect the environment and public health and safety.

Bush Terminal

Verizon Fleet
Parking Site

Multifunctional urban green infrastructure includes trails,
stormwater management, community garden, recreation fields, dog
parks, wildlife habitat, and potentially other features.
In this proposed green infrastructure network, green infrastructure elements include green streetscape with rain gardens, extensive
green roofs with smaller carrying capacity installed on the roof of
existing buildings, public green space, and the Brooklyn Greenway
initiate. These parts are connected to each other and provide
stormwater infiltration functions, reduce runoff, purify rainwater
flowing from upstream, improve air quality, remove toxic substances
from brownfields, reduce building energy consumption and
impermeable surfaces, increase biodiversity, and provide natural
environment settings for people which is beneficial to the residents
and workers’ physical and mental health.

BUSH TERMINAL
Known or suspected contaminants and affected media: There is
a filler consisting of unregulated material below the surface of the field.
The plant is close to a variety of manufacturing and industrial facilities.
VERIZON FLLET PARKING SITE
Known or suspected contaminants and affected media: Due
to the use as a motor vehicle parking lot for many years, the material
below the site may be contaminated by motor vehicle fluid leakage.

Proposed Green Roof
Proposed Green Streetscape
Proposed Green Space
Brooklyn Greenway Initiative

Brownfield Sites
Figure 54. Focused Brownfield Sites
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Figure 55. Proposed Green Infrastructure Network
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Phasing 4: Infill Development

Phasing 5: Proposed Land Use

Residential fill development is an economically viable way to
reduce vehicle travel and promote non-motorized travel by creating
walking or cycling traffic. It enhances community identity by introducing new types of housing and providing more efficient land use to
improve the quality of life in the community. When infill development
combines residential and commercial uses, it enhances the sense of
place and increases property value.
Commercial infill development can meet a variety of needs and
may reduce the need for the motor vehicle. The redevelopment of these
sites can strengthen the community’s tax base, increase employment
opportunities, and help improve the efficiency of land use patterns.
Mixed-use infill development is a combination of residential,
commercial, cultural, institutional, and industrial uses. Efficient land
use can be achieved when the place of residence is close to the workplace, shopping, dining, and socializing. Also, the mixed use of more
housing types and densities can support affordable housing by
reducing transportation costs.

Figure 58. Proposed Street Theme

Open Space and Outdoor Recreation
Transportation and Utility
Industrial and Manufacturing
Mixed Residential and Commercial
Commercial and Office Buildings

Residential Area

Residential Area

Commercial and Office Building

Public Facilities and Institutions
Vacant Land

Mixed Residential and Commercial
Figure 56. Infill Development
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Figure 57. Proposed Land Use

The proposed land use
creates new street themes. 1st Ave
will become an artistic and creative
commercial promenade with stores,
workshops, galleries and activities
around culture. Creating live-work
places are part of the concept in the
area. The existing large factories
between 1st and 2nd Ave offer
large, flexible spaces including
start ups. 2nd Ave will be a new
community spine which meets the
resident’s daily needs. Streetscape
on 2nd Ave proposes activities such
as cafes, restaurants, supermarkets,
barbershops, and bookstores.
Between 2nd Ave and 3rd Ave, all
infill development is proposed for
residential uses. Buildings along
the 3rd Ave (Gowanus
Expressway) will be mixed-use
where businesses, offices, and
housing units can be found here.
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Complete Street: 1st Avenue

Figure 59. 1st Avenue Complete Street Design
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Complete Street: 2nd Avenue
1st Avenue Improvements

2nd Avenue Improvements

This street is transforming
from a truck route corridor into a
commercial promenade.

This street is transforming
from an industrial corridor into a
new community spine. Buildings
on both sides are proposed to be
transformed into the mixed-use
buildings in the future. Since there
are already some residential units
near 2nd Ave, this use can be
introduced to upper floors. The
future vision of this street is
proposed to be a live-work place.
The first floor can be used as a
cafe, restaurant, store, and service
stores. The second and third floors
can be used for residential or office
space. The sidewalks are wide
enough to set up outdoor cafes and
eating places. This change will
increase social interaction and
facilitates the lives of residents.

The proposal applies traffic
calming strategies to 1st Ave,
which include lane narrowing
(9-10’), adding more trees, lights,
on-street parking to visually
narrow down the corridor for
drivers. Outdoor markets and
beautiful retail storefronts can
increase social opportunities,
stimulate commerce, promote
economic growth, and make people
feel safe when walking on the
streets. Proposed bicycle lanes
provide people with more
transportation options and
encourage low-carbon travel.

Figure 60. 2nd Avenue Complete Street Design
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Introduction: Proposed Railroad Yard Park
The proposed design
transforms the existing railroad
yard into a new public park. The
brown-field belongs to the NYC
Super-fund project; the government
will undertake a part of cleaning up
fee for the brownfield. The City’s
future vision for the future of the
site is to create a new community
space. There are two buildings:
5102 1st Ave and 38 43rd St which
have investments from both city
and private stakeholder.
Proposed 5102 1st Ave is a
multi-use facility with community
spaces overlooking Bush Terminal
Park. The key asset of this building
is that it is close to the existing
Bush Terminal Park and the
waterfront. The low rents can
49

attract some office tenants.
Restaurant, cafe, retail spaces can
be set up in this building
which are essential to the entire
working community and visitors.

and will serve the needs of the
building. The plaza can
accommodate a large number of
people for large events and gatherings.

Another building is on 43rd
street at the entrance to the park.
This building is proposed to be a
small manufacturing center in the
future.

The community garden will
provide access to fresh food as well
as access to satisfying labor, neighborhood improvement, sense of
community, and connection to the
environment.

Proposed programming in
the park includes a public plaza, a
community garden, a dog park, an
event lawn, an outdoor sitting area,
the mist tree, sports courts, and a
railroad greenway.
The public plaza, is located
in front of two landmark buildings

The dog park is a fenced
park in the shape of a dog’s paw.
There is a lack of dog parks near
the area, and it can also create new
social activities.
Since Brooklyn is a place
with the artistic atmosphere, an

open lawn can host large concerts
and celebrations, outdoor cinemas,
and other events. People can bring
their picnic rug and food and enjoy
the outdoors and the waterfront
together with their families.

here.

The proposed holiday tree
can be a focal point in the park. It
is a landmark, a place where roads
come together. People can hold a
lighting ceremony and dress up the
trees during festivals.

The colorful paving
corridor at the entrance of the
park can help people way-finding
and also adds eye appeal and
artistic sense to the community.

There are also basketball
courts, badminton courts, and volleyball courts, which offer people
different choices to exercise .

The outdoor sitting area and
sculpture park is a place for people
to rest. Wooden platforms and
human scale trees will create a
space for private conversations. It
is also near the art factory, where
sculpture exhibitions can be held
50

Proposed Railroad Yard Park

Proposed Railroad Yard Park
Function Diagram

Public Plaza

Event Lawn

Community
Garden

Sport
Courts

Mist Tree/ Sculpture

Railroad Path

Pedestrian Circulation

Outdoor
Sitting Area
/ Sculpture
Park

Dog Park

Main
Entrance &
Small Stage

Rail Trail Greenway
Primary Corridor
Secondary Corridor

Inundation Area

Rail Trail
2060: Sea Level
Rise 4.07 FT

Figure 62. Proposed Railroad Yard Park
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2080: Sea Level
Rise 6.2 FT

2100: Sea Level
Rise 9.15 FT

Figure 62. Proposal Analysis of Railroad Yard Park
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Proposed Railroad Yard Park

Figure 63. Perspective View of Proposed Railroad Yard Park
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Proposed Railroad Yard Park

Figure 64. Main Entrance

Figure 65. Dog Park

Figure 66. Sport Courts

Figure 67. Outdoor Sitting Area
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Proposed Gowanus Underpass Park

Proposed Gowanus Underpass Park

Figure 68. Public Plaza

Figure 72. Proposed Site Plan of Gowanus Underpass Park

Figure 69. Holiday Tree

Proposed Program
Pedestrian Path
Bike Route
Vehicle Route
Figure 70. Community Garden
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Figure 71. Outdoor Sitting Area/ Sculpture Park

The dark space under the Gowanus highway
has been a barrier to people visiting the waterfront.
Residents who live here complain a lot about it. The
existing area under the highway is an informal parking
lot and filled with industrial debris. The design proposes two badminton courts, a basketball court/dance
studio/art gallery, an electric car charging station, a
skateboard U shape ramp and a small stage in the
space under the highway. Adding a wavy soundproof
ceiling under Gowanus highway not only softens the
texture and shape of steel but also reduces noise and

Figure 73. Circulation Analysis
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Proposed Gowanus Underpass Park

Proposed Gowanus Underpass Park
makes people more comfortable to
use the space.

Figure 74. Axonometric View of Proposed Gowanus Underpass Park
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The noise isolation ceiling
under the highway can be equipped
with light belts and public art to
improve pedestrian safety and
create a cozy, artistic atmosphere.
The elevated highway is like a
huge umbrella, provides shelter
from the wind and rain for the
space under the highway and is
creating a year-round activity
space, whether day or night. These
programs activate the space. There
are drainage pipes beside the
supporting pillars, which drain
water from the highway on rainy
day and create pollution. Using
subsurface infiltration to collect
and purify the water can alleviate
this problem.

3rd Avenue Improvements
Create a safer environment for pedestrians and bicyclists through
bike lanes and safe crossings to
facilitate east to west movement.
Introduce measures to mitigate the
harsh pedestrian environment
underneath the elevated Gowanus
Expressway through increased
lighting and public art.
Prevent pooling by capturing
stormwater runoff from the
Gowanus Expressway and treating
in subsurface infiltration.

Figure 75. 3rd Avenue Complete Street Design

Proposed green facade and more
trees besides the residential building can beautify the streetscape and
encourage more residents to walk
and exercise on the street.
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Proposed Gowanus Underpass Park

Figure 76. Public Art Ceiling, Badminton Court in Gowanus Underpass Park
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Proposed Gowanus Underpass Park

Figure 77. Enhanced Crossing in Gowanus Underpass Park

Figure 78. Skateboard U-shaped Ramp

Figure 79. Small Stage

Figure 80. Dance Studio/ Yoga Class/ Basketball Court
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Figure 81.Bush Terminal Park Waterfront
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